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__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The system of hue, lightness and chroma is the predominant colour model familiar to 

painters, but other attributes of perceived colour including brightness, colourfulness, 

saturation and brilliance are also useful for framing and solving colour problems. Art and 

design educators should use these terms in line with current standard definitions, though 

some of the latter need to be paraphrased and illustrated to be intelligible to students. 

Scientific explanations of these attributes must be simple enough to be intelligible, but should 

not undermine understanding of colour by implying that attributes like hue are physical 

properties of objects and light. Rather, they should reflect the scientific consensus that 

perceived-colour attributes are ways of seeing certain physical properties of objects and light. 

 

The hue of an object or a light is the colour perceived to be most similar in the cycle red-

yellow-green-blue-red and their intermediates. Hue is the way in which we perceive a 

direction of bias among the long-, middle and short-wavelength components of the spectral 

reflectance of an object, or of the spectral power distribution of a light relative to daylight.  

 

Formal hue scales used by painters include the Munsell hue scale and hue angle in CIELAB 

and CIECAM02, though for many purposes a generic hue scale structured around the four 

unique hues would suffice. Based on the hues conventionally assigned to artists’ pigments, 

middle red, yellow, green and blue in artists’ usage correspond approximately to Munsell 5R, 

5Y, 7.5G and 5PB respectively. Even simpler hue scales structured around the three historical 

“primary colours” red, yellow and blue are still very widely used, but are problematic in 

several ways, for example in being very uneven perceptually and in encouraging the obsolete 

notion that the colour green is “made of” yellow and blue. For paint mixing (only), palette-

based circles structured around specific paints and their paint-mixing complementaries are a 

useful mnemonic. Digital painters mostly use hue angle (H) of HSB space, a perceptually 

uneven scale structured around the RGB additive primaries. 

 

The lightness of an object may be defined as its least contrasting match on a scale from black 

to white. Lightness (usually called tone or value by painters) is the way in which we perceive 

an object's efficiency as a diffuse reflector of light, that is, its diffuse luminous reflectance. 

Lightness is so important representationally and compositionally that it is often treated in art 

education as a visual element distinct from and of greater importance than “colour”, meaning 

hue and chroma. Many painters think of lightness only in relative terms, but employment of 

an absolute scale is more common and more clearly beneficial for lightness than for any other 

colour attribute. Munsell value and (in digital painting) CIE L* are the most widely used 

absolute scales. 

 



Chroma is the strength of perceived colour of an object, that is, how much that colour differs 

from the least contrasting grey. Chroma is the way in which we perceive an object’s 

efficiency as a spectrally selective reflector/transmitter of light. For a digital colour chroma 

correlates with the absolute imbalance among its nonlinear RGB components. The chroma 

scales of the Munsell Book of Color are the most commonly used formal scales, but 

most painters think of chroma only in relative terms.  

 

Hue, lightness and chroma suffice to describe colours of objects including paints, but the 

appearance of a real or imagined scene involves not only colours seen as belonging to 

objects, but also colours pertaining to the light at each point in the visual field. These colours 

can be compared in terms of hue, brightness and colourfulness. Brightness is the way in 

which we perceive visible energy of light or luminance (from either a light-emitting or light-

reflecting area), while colourfulness is the way in which we perceive the absolute amount of 

bias between the long-, middle and short-wavelength components of a light relative to 

daylight. Representational painters translate the brightness and colourfulness of each part of 

the visual field into lightness and chroma respectively of their paints. Indeed, painters often 

think and speak of brightness and colourfulness in their subjects in terms of the lightness and 

chroma of the paints they will use to represent them. 

 

Judgments of relative brightness are surprisingly easily confounded with perceptions of 

object-colour lightness, presumably because of the paramount usefulness (when not 

painting!) of object-colour perception. Colour constancy illusions like Adelson’s checker 

shadow figure demonstrate this clearly. Painters know from experience that their casual 

impressions of relative brightness can be very different from the results of careful 

comparison, for example with a Munsell chip or value scale held at a fixed angle, or by the 

technique of “squinting” or looking at the subject through nearly closed eyes. 

 

Saturation, or colourfulness relative to brightness, or “freedom from white light”, is the way 

in which we perceive the relative amount of bias between the long-, middle- and short-

wavelength components of a light, compared to daylight. (Note however that the word 

“saturation” is still widely used by artists in a scientifically obsolete sense to mean chroma as 

defined by the CIE). For a digital colour saturation correlates with the proportional imbalance 

among its RGB components. Saturation is a very useful concept for representational painters 

in that an area of an image displaying uniform hue and saturation and varying brightness 

tends to read as a uniformly coloured object under varying levels of illumination.  

 

Brilliance is not among the attributes of perceived colour currently defined by the CIE, but it 

or and its converse blackness have been discussed by such authors as Hering, Ostwald, Pope 

and Evans. Brilliance can be defined as relative brightness on a scale of appearance from 

black through decreasing perceived black content to a point of zero blackness (Evans’ "zero 

greyness" or G0) followed by fluorence (perceived fluorescence) and then luminosity. 

Brilliance seems to be the way in which we perceive the brightness of an area relative to an 

“expected” maximum for a non-luminous object of its hue and saturation. 

 

Lines of uniform brilliance/blackness descend outwards on a Munsell hue page, more steeply 

for some hues than others, such that a series of colours of uniform value decreases in 

blackness and increases in brilliance as it increases in chroma. This increase in brilliance can 

create the impression of increased brightness and lightness (the Helmholtz-Kolrausch effect), 

but the luminance-based lightness measured by Munsell value or CIE L* can nevertheless be 

determined by finding the least contrasting juxtaposed grey (assisted by “squinting”). 
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